Hynnova aims to enable the transition of health systems towards more advanced and patient-centered models, more sustainable and resilient to health crises, such as Covid-19 and to have a positive impact for people. The initiative was born in Italy but with a European perspective, thanks to the participation of EIT Digital, one of the communities of the European Institute of Innovation & Technology, a EU body created in 2008 to strengthen Europe's innovation capacity.
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Arianna Safe Care: dynamic optimization of home healthcare activities and enable a gradual transition from a centralized model (hospitals and nursing homes) to a decentralized one

ASC Smart Booking: solution for the optimization of the vaccination campaign for Covid-19 developed with the contribution of ASL TO4. It manages bookings and scheduling, with the aim of (a) Minimize the waste of vaccines (b) Maximize the number of vaccines performed each day (c) Reduce citizens, queues and waitings